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Research and the COVID-19 Pandemic

California Institute of Integral Studies (CIIS) generates research by students, candidates, faculty, and staff as a part of the regular activities of our university. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the CIIS research community is presented with an unprecedented set of challenges for engaging in-person research. San Francisco’s shelter-in-place order went into effect on March 17, 2020, and it is unclear when this order will be fully lifted. It instructs that “gatherings of individuals with anyone outside of their household or living unit remain prohibited, with limited exceptions for essential activities or essential travel, or to perform work for essential businesses and government agencies,”¹ and similar orders were in place across most U.S. municipalities and states, and most countries around the world by early 2020.

During her April 7, 2020, email to the CIIS community, President Judie Wexler emphasized:

As we plan for the future, the two most important things are keeping our community safe and supporting our students to continue to strive toward the goals that brought them to CIIS. We want to mitigate the effects of coronavirus disease in this time, take precautions, and continue to be proactive. We want to ensure that when we reopen our campuses and return to face-to-face classes, everyone is safe. We’ll stay on the cutting edge of caution.

In response to this ethos and the unprecedented circumstance brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, recommendations were generated from the Faculty Research Committee and CIIS Laurance S. Rockefeller Library staff, and guidelines were set up from the Human Research Review Committee (HRRC) providing a guide for conceiving and navigating research during this time.

“Researchers” in this document mean anyone engaging formal research projects at California Institute of Integral Studies (CIIS), including but not limited to thesis students, doctoral candidates, grant recipients, faculty (core or adjunct), and staff. This is a working document that is open to researcher and administrative input and will by necessity be updated as conditions change. Please reach out to appropriate parties listed as contributors to this guide with comments or suggested edits. These guidelines will sunset once in-person operations and research conditions are able to reestablish on the CIIS physical campus and in the broader world.

---

Research Recommendations During COVID-19
Contact Jacob Sherman and Michelle Marzullo, Faculty Research Committee (FRC) co-chairs, at jsherman@ciis.edu or mmarzullo@ciis.edu with questions or suggestions.

Considerations for Research Projects In-Process

(1) For research projects that do not require researchers to travel or be on campus: plan to finish your projects as scheduled in consultation with your sponsoring academic program or department, research committee members, funders, advisors, and other interested stakeholders.

(2) For projects that require travel, on-campus resources, or physical proximity to persons outside of their home: researchers should consult with your sponsoring academic program or department, advisors, and other interested stakeholders to consider alternate ways to conduct the research while meeting as many of their original research goals as possible.

Should alternative modes of research not be possible, researchers should work with their research committee members, funders, advisors, and academic departments to adopt a revised or related project plan that can be accomplished while observing social distancing guidelines. For projects that have already received HRRC approval, an addendum updating the research protocols will be necessary (see also HRRC Guidelines below).

(3) For students whose project cannot be revised or changed, leaves of absence may be granted until such time as the current recommendations regarding social distancing can be modified. Please consult with your program chair and dissertation committee for help. If the program chair determines that a leave is necessary, but a student has already taken a series of leaves, the chair should contact Associate Provost Chip Goldstein at cgoldstein@ciis.edu.

Research Project Planning, Resourcing, and Communications
This section provides a few ideas to illustrate different ways to plan research using remote techniques and considering digital networking and resources. More ideas are presented in a comprehensive appendix, “Doing Qualitative Research in a Pandemic,” at the end of this document.

Interview and Focus Group Software—Using videoconferencing resources to conduct interviews and focus groups is a good alternative to in-person work. These sessions are recordable, and focus groups can be conducted with standard videoconferencing software (such as Zoom, at https://zoom.us/) or with focus group software (such as the free software from Focus Group It
at https://www.focusgroupit.com/). Consider synchronous versus asynchronous focus groups for projects that include participants in other time zones.²

Digital Surveys—Collect qualitative and quantitative data using digital survey resources, which also have options for remote recruitment of subjects during uncertain times. Recommendations for software as a service (SaaS) options in this realm are Qualtrics and Survey Monkey, while the Qualtrics platform is more robust for more complicated data collection efforts.

Communicating Research During the COVID-19 Pandemic—Models for networking and showcasing research products need to move from conference-based to online. Schools and programs might consider constructing a curated cache of research presentations (from doctoral defenses to TED Talk-style presentations by graduates and interviews with faculty, staff, etc., to showcase this work in the intervening months). These would need to be professional appearing, but the costs would not be exorbitant to produce introductory and conclusion graphics along with a short introductory narration. Such efforts would support student and doctoral candidate development as well as faculty scholarship development to include in a promotion portfolio. Work with your program/department, and reach out to Online Learning to understand Camtasia as software to help with this. CIIS Marketing and Communications is available to share ideas for such activities and for institutional support for these endeavors at social@ciis.edu.

CIIS Library Resources—Though physical library collections are not available during shelter-in-place orders, the CIIS Library is here for you. The CIIS Laurance S. Rockefeller Library at http://library.ciis.edu/ features many online resources and tools that are available and easy to access from anywhere. Subject guides and FAQ guides are great places to find resources and help during this time:

- Looking for subject-specific resources? Check here: http://researchguides.ciis.edu
- Have a question about RefWorks, Interlibrary Loan, or Course Reserves? Look here: http://researchguides.ciis.edu/libfaqs
- Want updated information about the library closure? Navigate here: http://researchguides.ciis.edu/libraryclosure2020

*Please remember that the library will be updating many of their systems on June 1, 2020. Interfaces you may be familiar with will be different but will also be more user-friendly. If you need any assistance navigating in this updated online library environment, please schedule a reference appointment or reach out directly to your program’s library liaison (see below).

² Clark, Richard (2017). The two types of online focus group software platform or tools. MRQual Online Research, December 2. https://www.mrqual.com/2017/12/02/types-of-online-focus-group-software/
Your CIIS Library Liaison
Librarians are available to meet online via videoconference (i.e., Zoom) or over the phone. Sign up to meet with a librarian for a one-hour appointment slot on the library website at http://library.ciis.edu/

For more information on the logistics of meeting with a librarian through Zoom, please consult: http://researchguides.ciis.edu/zoom

Below is a list of library liaisons by program. Please reach out with any questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library Liaison</th>
<th>Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kelly Sundin    | School of Undergraduate Studies  
Human Sexuality  
Sex Therapy Certificate Program  
CPTR: Psychedelic Certificate Program |
| Kelly Karst     | Integral Counseling Psychology  
Integral and Transpersonal Psychology  
Somatic Psychology  
Clinical Psychology PsyD  
Integral Health Studies  
Philosophy, Cosmology, and Consciousness  
Ecology, Spirituality, and Religion  
Asian and Comparative Studies  
Asian Philosophies and Cultures |
| Heather Nelson  | East-West Psychology  
Drama Therapy  
Expressive Arts Therapy  
Anthropology and Social Change  
Women’s Spirituality  
Writing, Consciousness, and Creative Inquiry |
| Cassandra Karp  | Community Mental Health |
| Aileen Huang    | Acupuncture and Chinese Medicine  
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine  
Traditional Chinese Medicine |
Human Research Review Committee (HRRC) COVID-19 Research Guidelines
Contact the HRRC coordinator at hrrcoffice@ciis.edu with questions or suggestions.

HRRC Functions During the Pandemic
There will be no reduced HRRC review or consultation services at the university, as most HRRC functions are conducted via email during normal operations. HRRC will continue to review applications received by the first of the month (except for the blackout dates of January 1 and August 1 when HRRC is in recess).

Research Planning
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary to alter your research plans in order to keep study team members and research participants safe.

If you are in the process of planning research and want to avoid having your research placed on hold, please work with your dissertation chair to plan research that can be conducted safely remotely instead of in person.

HRRC applications received on or after June 1, 2020, will be evaluated based on the pandemic guidelines articulated in this section.

These recommendations and guidelines will be placed with the HRRC Handbook across all CIIS areas the handbook is hosted on, including on MyCIIS.

Projects with HRRC Approval and Amendments
If you are conducting research involving in-person contact with participants, please place a hold on all research procedures involving in-person contact until further notice. Certain high-risk studies should not be conducted remotely and will need to be either halted or changed to low risk. If you have questions about what research is considered “low risk,” please seek guidance from the HRRC using the email above.

If you wish to make changes to low-risk research in order to avoid having your research placed on hold, please work with your thesis/dissertation chair to plan research that can be conducted safely remotely instead of in person. Your thesis/dissertation chair will need to sign approved changes and submit this to your program chair for communication to HRRC. Please see instructions for submitting changes in “Acknowledging Receipt of HRRC COVID-19 Guidelines and Next Steps.”
Online Research Considerations

For online research, please include the following in research protocols and the “Informed Consent” document:

- Ask participants to find a safe, confidential, and private location to work remotely with researchers, and also assure them that you will be using a space that ensures confidentiality, privacy, and anonymity.

- For studies using online survey software (e.g., Google Forms, Survey Monkey, Qualtrics), please include the following discussion of risk:

  *As with any online related activity, the risk of a breach of confidentiality is always possible. To the best of our ability, this study will remain confidential. To minimize risk, all data collected will be stored on password-protected computers. Cloud-based data storage and SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) will be enabled.*

- Include all other appropriate protocols following the HRRC Handbook.

Data Handling During Shelter-in-Place

**Do not store electronic research data on nonsecure devices in order to work remotely.** All physical records must continue to be stored in HRRC-approved, secure locations.

Acknowledging Receipt of HRRC COVID-19 Guidelines and Next Steps

By following the below steps, the HRRC will facilitate a complete communication loop between the HRRC and all program chairs, thesis/dissertation chairs, and HRRC applicants to ensure that all researchers are meeting the COVID Research Guidelines.

Responses requested below should be communicated ASAP to the HRRC coordinator, at hrrcoffice@ciis.edu, and be received by the HRRC no later than June 1, 2020:

1. An email was sent to all current HRRC applicants as of the date of this guide. All current HRRC applicants were asked in that email to complete a survey acknowledging receipt and planned adherence to the guidelines: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HRRCcovid19. All researchers holding a current HRRC approval letter must complete the survey immediately after reviewing these guidelines and no later than June 1, 2020.

2. Faculty/staff researchers will email plans for their research directly to hrrcoffice@ciis.edu with the email subject line: COVID-19 Research Plan [FACULTY/STAFF NAME].

3. All thesis/dissertation chairs will immediately work with their student researchers to formulate a plan signed by the thesis/dissertation chair on how researchers will meet guidelines in this document:
a. If your research does not involve face-to-face contact with participants or you are planning on halting your research, please provide a brief response indicating this.
b. If changes to your research will be made, please provide a detailed description of all changes. Refer to the “Projects with HRRC Approval and Amendments” section above to follow protocols for conducting research remotely. Once the thesis/dissertation chair approves and signs the changes, the researcher may resume their research.

4. Thesis/dissertation chairs submit as soon as possible one compiled document including signed, approved research plan letters for all of their student/candidate researchers to their program chair via email using the email subject line: COVID-19 Research Plan: [THESIS/DISSERTATION CHAIR NAME]

5. Program chairs email a compiled document containing all signed letters to hrroffice@ciis.edu with the email subject line: COVID-19 Research Plan [PROGRAM NAME]

6. HRRC will send an acknowledgment to the program chair or the faculty/staff researcher that these communications have been received.

7. HRRC will send updates to these guidelines to all HRRC applicants as circumstances change, including removing the HRRC COVID-19 guidelines.

Thank you all for your help in keeping our research community safe and keeping our students on track. Your help will make a real difference in reducing the spread of COVID-19 and in supporting an engaged and healthy CIIS into the future.
Appendix—Doing Qualitative Research in a Pandemic

Below is a crowd sourced resource entitled *Doing Fieldwork in a Pandemic*. The name is a bit of a misnomer as it actually addresses Doing Qualitative Research in a Pandemic, including fieldwork, so we call it that here. The full document as it appeared on May 12, 2020 is included below.
DOING FIELDWORK IN A PANDEMIC

Isolation measures to contain the spread of COVID-19 means that social researchers who have for doing fieldwork in a pandemic - specifically, ideas for avoiding in-person interactions by using mediated forms that will achieve similar ends.

Social research has been conducted online for many years, of course. There are many examples of using online survey tools or doing content analyses or ethnographies using existing online interactions as research materials. Interviews have been conducted by phone or Skype for a long time. This document was initially directed at ways for how to turn fieldwork that was initially planned as using face-to-face methods into a more ‘hands-off’ mode. However, people have added useful material about ‘born digital’ research (content already generated on the internet by online interactions), which provides an alternative source of social research materials if researchers decide to go down that path.

This document is now closed. If you’d like to make a copy, go to the File menu and click-on “Make a copy”.

Suggested citation:

Lupton, D. (editor) (2020) Doing fieldwork in a pandemic (crowd-sourced document). Available at: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1clGjGABB2h2qbduTgfqrHmog9B6P0NvMgVuiHZCl8/edit?ts=5e88ae0a#

NB: Deborah also curates a community Facebook page ‘Innovative Social Research Methods’ which may be of interest for those wanting to think about new and creative ways of doing social research: Innovative Social Research Methods Public Group

If you are interested in focusing on COVID-related topics (and let’s face it, we are all researching in a COVID-world now), see Deborah’s post on an initial research agenda for social research: Social Research for a COVID and Post-COVID World: An Initial Agenda.
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Photo/Video/Voice Elicitation

A method that involves asking research participants to use a camera or voice recording app (often on their smartphone) to take photos or make videos or voice memos about their everyday practices and interactions that they can then share with the researchers. Researchers can provide them with questions or prompts to direct their recordings and documentations.

References

Ahlin, Tanja, and Fangfang Li (2019). From Field Sites to Field Events: Creating the field with information and communication technologies (ICTs). *Medicine, Anthropology and Theory* 6(2): 1-24. doi.org/10.17157/mat.6.2.655

http://www.medanthrotheory.org/read/11334/from-field-sites-to-field-events


Diaries/Journaling

These methods can also be combined with asking participants to complete diaries or journals using pen and paper, voice memos or online platforms or apps. Diaries can also be combined with interviews and other methods, where sometimes the diary can act as a prompt for further discussion. Diaries can be structured (like questionnaire) and aiming for quantitative analysis, or semi- or unstructured - asking for more free-flowing reflection. Keeping in touch with participants is very important, especially for longer-term studies, as this maintains participation (attrition can be an issue). Also receiving some entries early on in the process and giving feedback may help as sometimes relevance can be an issue too. Diaries can be used over months or hours, depending on the focus of the study. They can use interval-based sampling (i.e. record something every hour or every day) or event-based (i.e. record something when it occurs, which may be more irregular). Diaries can take many different forms including visual, collage, photo-based as well as written or spoken - it is important to consider the participants and what they would find easy to use (ask them - piloting is essential) and also what you will be able to analyse within the analytical approach you have chosen.

References

On using “Digital diary”:

Ahlin, Tanja, and Fangfang Li (2019). From Field Sites to Field Events: Creating the field with information and communication technologies (ICTs). Medicine, Anthropology and Theory 6(2): 1-24. doi.org/10.17157/mat.6.2.6n55
http://www.medanthrotheory.org/read/11334/from-field-sites-to-field-events


[If it’s ok to add some things to this - here’s some more diary research suggestions - suggestions/annotations by Emily Henderson @EmilyFrascatore - feel free to contact me about diary research!]:

3 great guide books on this type of research:


Day, M., & Thatcher, J. (2009). “I’m Really Embarrassed That You’re Going to Read This …”: Reflections on Using Diaries in Qualitative Research. *Qualitative Research in Psychology, 6*(4), 249-259. doi:10.1080/14780880802070583 [A useful paper on how diaries can be used - advantages as well as challenges]


Harvey, L. (2011). Intimate reflections: private diaries in qualitative research. *Qualitative Research, 11*(6), 664-682. doi:10.1177/1468794111415959 [A fascinating method where participants keep diaries but don’t show them to the researcher - the diaries act as prompts]

Along these same lines, Markham has done ethnographic study of youth who use a variety of tools, including diaries, that they don’t show to the researcher, but use as prompts. Written up here: Markham, A. N. (2018). Critical pedagogy as a response to datafication. Qualitative Inquiry, Online First edition at https://doi.org/10.1177/1077800418809470 (personal copy shared here)

Waddington, K. (2005). Using diaries to explore the characteristics of work-related gossip: Methodological considerations from exploratory multimethod research. *Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology, 78*(2), 221-236. doi:10.1348/096317905X40817 [This one really picks up how diaries can help to record data from scenarios that would not be easily researched using e.g. observation]


*This one is great as it is about adapting the method in different ways for different participants, e.g. using collage*

**Doing Online Interviews (added by Alexia Maddox)**

An online interview is a structured conversation, consisting of the question set, an interviewer, an interviewee and the technology used to conduct and record the interview. What makes them different to an in-person interview is:

- The role of the technology in facilitating real-time co-presence and interactivity
- The approach the interviewer takes to build rapport and curate the conversation.

There is now a swath of scholarship on how to conduct an online interview, including this early article by Hinchcliffe and Gavin (2009) studying the use of instant messenger for synchronous interviewing. Early studies focused on comparing offline (in person) practices with the results from remote practices such as telephone interviewing (Irvine 2011).

A quick look at the available technology today suggests that online interviewing can be done through mundane everyday communicative practices and objects. An online interview can be done by your mobile phone or through your laptop using audio-visual interfaces such as Skype (Janghorban et al 2014), or Zoom, or by text chat through IRC for example (Barratt & Maddox 2016). This means that they can be conducted with audio-visual interactivity and textual synchronicity.

Asynchronous interviewing, by email for example, is also possible and may be more convenient for some but lacks that live interplay and depends on the participant actually taking the time to write out their responses (Bampton, R., Cowton, C., & Downs, Y. 2013; Burns 2010). For some, this is too much labour.

**What are they good for?**

- Live interviews allow for the interviewer to seek clarification and follow threads of the conversation.
- They also allow for the ability of the interviewer to check that they understand the meaning of what the participant has said.
- Online interviews mean that you can conduct a real time interview, with another person, in a conversational format, but be in different spatial locations and contexts.
- It is possible to conduct anonymous interviews using IRC text chat and some other website interfaces.

**How do I design my questions?**

Design your interview questions to start from an easy soft opening question that a) draws on the expert knowledge or life experience of your interview participant and b) is relevant to scope of the interview. Work up to more complex questions and go out with a meaningful yet “feel good” question that allows your participant to say what they think.

- Be sure to ask the key questions that you want insights into that focus on the participants opinion and experience.
- Make sure your questions are simple, clear, relevant and to the point.

**How do I set up an online interview?**

*Plan:*
Setting up an interview online takes planning. It helps to plan how you will approach the interview, how you will coordinate your interview times with your participants and how you integrate technology into your interview process. Write your interview question set before you do the interview, and even test it out on a willing friend.

*Coordinate:*
To coordinate interviews across time zones, you can use this handy website to determine the time overlap between you and your interviewee https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/meeting.html
Some people use meeting calendar software where they show what timeslots they are available and people check the slot they want. This can act in lieu of using email to coordinate a shared time to conduct the interview. Here are a few options: https://zapier.com/blog/best-meeting-scheduler-apps/

*Test:*
You need to test your interview tech and make sure it works to support an effective interview. Check your mic, that your software is working, and that you can get a clear recording or effective notes from your interview.

**Doing the interview**

*Set and Setting*
Find a quiet place to do the interview. This helps so that you can focus on what the person is saying and will help you to capture the conversation.
Capturing what is said
You can either record the interview through the software you are using to conduct the interview or on your smartphone or smart device such as an iPad. Check with your participant about what they are most comfortable with of these options.

Make sure you have a pen and notepad as a simple back up that will work. In it, you can have your questions and also take notes. It always helps to take notes while you are doing the interview to keep track of the questions you want to ask that arise from the conversation you are having.

Interview length
Most busy professionals would appreciate an interview that is 20 minutes at the most. Make sure you clarify on their time availability and ask all your key questions within that time.

Introduction
You should start the interview by using a short summary statement to state what the interview is about and ask them if they are comfortable to proceed with it. Prior to the interview, you should have sent them an email with this basic information and confirming interview length, style of questions and location.

During the interview
Ask your first question and listen to what they have to say. This interview is about their opinion rather than your own, so listening is key. Ask for clarification of anything that they have said that you don’t understand or would like to know more about.
If the interviewee goes off track, politely bring them back to the question at hand and keep the time in mind.
Summarise the ideas they have shared with you to indicate that you have understood what they have said.

Closing the interview
When you’ve asked your last question, ask them if there is anything more they would like to add. When you have both finished the conversation, thank them for their time and let them know what you will do with this knowledge they have provided you. (i.e. use it for your assessment task and also consider how you can shape your learning and career practices using this knowledge.

Getting consent
Obtain permission from your interviewee to use the content of the interview in your assessment piece and include this permission as an appendix in your assessment submission. You can get this at the time by providing a short, 1 pager summarising the interview and containing a line of it with the interviewee’s name and something that says “I consent to the information I have provided in this interview being used for assessment purposes” and a place for their signature and date.
References


Re-enactment Videos
Re-enactment videos have been used in ethnographic fieldwork as a way of documenting people’s everyday practices (often in the home). Researchers have usually done the video-making as they follow their participants around, asking questions as they go. This method can be revised to ask the participants to make their own re-enactment videos, using their phone or possibly provided with a wearable video camera, such as a GoPro action camera (see more below) and then sharing the videos online with the researchers.

References


**Using Wearable Cameras (and other first-person perspective tech)**

Using small wearable cameras such as GoPro action cameras (often used by people to film their participation in action sports) can be a way of doing ‘walk-alongs’ - or in the case of the project by Pink, Sumartojo and colleagues cited below, ‘ride-alongs’. They gave a GoPro to cyclists to wear on their helmets during one of their regular commutes to work. The camera was turned on by the cyclist when they were preparing to leave for work, recorded their ride and was turned off once they had reached their destination. The videos were viewed together by the researchers and the participants, with questions asked about the cyclists’ experiences of using self-tracking devices and reviewing their data. This post-video interview could be conducted using Skype or similar, or could be combined with cultural probes, diaries or the like.

Think of the many possibilities of using these kinds of wearable cameras for ethnographic research - dance-alongs, eat-alongs, sing-alongs ....

**References**


Epistolary (Asynchronous) Interviews

Epistolary interviews, first described by Debenham (2001), are asynchronous, one-to-one interviews mediated by technology.

The method allows both interviewer and respondent to select suitable interview times, provides time to consider questions and responses, and eliminates the need for transcription. The interviewer sets the pattern for the formality of the interview, ensuring that the online format is used to organise and facilitate talk rather than to constrain it (Ferguson, 2009). Length, aims and format of the interview, the need for spontaneous or researched responses, and whether reference can be made to external material should be established at the outset.

As interviewer and respondent do not need to be co-present in time, respondents are empowered by being able to choose when to respond. They have time to consider their answers and can, if they choose, make reference to supporting materials. The method also allows a researcher to conduct several interviews simultaneously, so data from one interview can be tested in or used to develop other interviews.

The epistolary nature of such interviews means that, as in a sequence of written letters, a relationship between the correspondents can be established and developed. This can produce thoughtful exchanges in which both interviewer and respondent have opportunities to consider, clarify and expand their meaning.

The method does not aim for neutrality but builds a relationship between researcher and respondent that supports interpretation of the data. To give consistency to the data, the main questions can be worded in the same way each time they are presented.

Some researchers have been experimenting with messaging apps, such as WhatsApp, to conduct these kinds of interviews (see section on app-based methods below).
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**Online Discussion Platforms**

Instead of conducting focus groups face-to-face, there are platforms available that can customise an online group discussion that can be moderated in real-time. Market research companies often offer such platforms. You can upload your questions and check in to observe people typing in their answers, meaning you can ask them to elaborate or explain in real-time. Settings can be arranged so that participants can see each others’ responses in real-time if you wish to encourage a group discussion. The discussion can be held over a number of days to allow people time to participate or add to their responses.

**References**


**Online, Synchronous, Video-Based Focus Group Interviews (added by Nathan Browning)**

Focus groups can be a great tool when you need to “explore perceptions, feelings, and thinking about issues, ideas, products, services, or opportunities” (Krueger & Casey, 2014, p. 37). Focus
groups are unique because of their focus on interpersonal interaction in analysis. The dynamics of this change when utilizing an online, video-based venue.

In some cases, online groups can be “particularly well-suited” (Forrestal, D’Angelo, and Vogel, 2015) to deal with sensitive topics. Forrestal, D’Angelo, and Vogel also state that accessing an online venue can actually be less of a barrier to participation than carving out time to travel to a focus group facility.

**Platforms to Use**

There are many options that may be readily available to you at your current organization. Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Webex, GoToMeeting, are all possible software to use if your goal is a simple, face-to-face, group discussion. Many of these platforms also have recording capabilities for easy transcription later on.

There are other platforms like itracks, 20/20 Research, Civicom, and Discuss.io that have advanced features that delve more into the arts-based side of qualitative methods (Researchdesignreview.com, 2020) This includes capabilities such as participant recruitment, an observation room for co-researchers or transcribers, and in-discussion elements like having participants do illustrations or creating collages.

**Make sure to record!**

With in-person focus groups, often a moderator is able to record the session audio for transcription later. The equivalent must be considered for online, synchronous, video-based group discussions as well.

There is plenty of free software that can help you accomplish this if your chosen video conferencing software does not support it. Some software to help record your screen and audio: OBS Studio, Flashback Express, and Apowersoft (this requires no download, you can do it from your browser).

**Sample size and other considerations for online focus groups**

Whereas with in-person focus groups, a single group could consist of as many as 13 individuals, online focus groups are a bit more clunky, and are prone to technology issues, lagging, internet dropouts, and interruptions. For that reason, a brief review of the literature shows that it is optimal to cap your focus groups at around 6 participants (Kite & Phongsavan, 2017; Flynn, Albrecht, and Scott, 2018; Daniels, Gillen, Casson, and Wilson, 2019).
Set up some ground rules for the group discussion. Encourage participants to move to a quiet or secluded location, away from distractions. Have them make use of things like text chat or hand raising, since it can be more difficult to interject over a video feed. Ensure before the session starts that everyone is connected successfully (invite them early). Lastly, make sure you obtain video recording consent forms!
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Cultural/Mobile Probes

This is an approach from design research, involving developing kits of materials that are left with research participants to complete in their own time. Once completed, they can be sent back to the researchers. Traditionally, these materials are analogue: paper cards with instructions for completion (invented by Bill Gaver and team). Probes may also be sent to participants, completed and sent back via mobile phones. The approach is then called mobile probes.

Probes do not provide ‘information’ as hard data, but rather should be seen as providing a glimpse into people’s lives and inspiration for the designer. Tasks often have a creative element
- and people are more likely to engage with fun tasks or tasks that give them some creative agency than with pure information gathering and diaries. But one needs to be careful that tasks do not feel overwhelming. Typical tasks can include postcards with a question to answer, a map to annotate, a task to photograph the first object one notices consciously on the way out of the house (or something in the house that has always been annoying etc), game-style elements can be used, they can include audio-recordings and so on.

Physical kits tend to work well, as the physical objects are reminders of what to do. Thus, how to do this online, might be a challenge. One way to get around this is to send materials by snail mail and ask participants to return them the same way.
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The Story Completion Method

Story completion is a writing method that can take place in face-to-face situations using pen and paper but can also be conducted using online tools such as SurveyMonkey. Alternatively, mail can be used to send the prompts to participants and they can complete them in their own time, as is often the case with cultural probe materials. The method involves the use of story ‘stems’, in which a fictional character is introduced and commonly, they face a dilemma they
need to resolve. Participants are asked to complete the story. The completed narratives are then analysed for what they reveal about understandings, discourses or imaginaries concerning the topic of the story stems.
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Story completion. Available at Story completion

(A recent special issue dedicated to Story Completion)


App-based Methods
Methods that use the connectivity of smartphone apps to get in touch with participants for in-situ, real-time research
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Using Facebook Groups

Using Facebook’s Groups feature to gather data via prompts and discussions among members.

Some benefits:

- High participant engagement
- Flexibility for participants & researchers
- Thick data
- Lots of levers for discussion
- Prolonged engagement

How to and more details here: Anja Dinhopf

A novel research method for workshops and co-production of knowledge: using a secret Facebook group (Pre-print link: https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-14643/v1)

ABSTRACT:

Background: Co-production is reliant on good communication and consensus between participants but attending in-person meetings and workshops is hard for time-constrained groups such as new mums, who may be geographically dispersed without reliable transport. Discussions with a lay advisory group resulted in the decision to hold a workshop over a secret Facebook group. The aim of this study was to test the feasibility of a secret Facebook group for co-production activities. In the example presented here, the population was women with previous gestational diabetes; the topic was physical inactivity; and the purpose was to develop an acceptable intervention to increase physical activity.

Methods: The researchers created a secret Facebook group with content similar to an in-person workshop that sequentially progressed to develop a programme theory for
an intervention. The researcher posted 1-2 times per day for 14 days and members of the group were invited to comment and discuss the content. Feasibility and acceptability of the group analysed using Facebook analytics and a post-workshop survey.

**Results:** Twenty-one participants took part. In total, 521 comments were provided in response to 18 posts of varying types (average = 28.9 comments per post). The total word count of participant comments was 21,142 words. The workshop was viewed positively, with 20 of 21 participants saying they liked the workshop ‘somewhat’ or ‘a great deal’, and felt the group was a safe and open environment to share opinions. When asked if they would take part in something like this again, 15 of 21 said “Yes”. Participants mentioned the format was convenient; it allowed them to reflect on their own experiences and they liked helping research progress. Those who say “yes” said it was difficult finding time and depended on what else was going on.

**Conclusion:** Using a secret Facebook group as a method of co-production or as a workshop in the research process is a feasible and acceptable method. Social media holds significant potential for co-production and involvement in research for populations who are geographically dispersed or time-constrained; with an uncommon condition; or in other circumstances where in-person meetings are either not appropriate or not possible.

**References**


Using Google/Microsoft Forms for Data Collection

Google forms could be used to collect basic demographic information and ask open questions.


More on using the Google platform: [https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/google-plus-qualitative-research-best-practices/](https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/google-plus-qualitative-research-best-practices/)

GDPR is important. QUALTRICS (although it requires a paid license)
[http://www.qualtrics.com](http://www.qualtrics.com)

*added by Mark Wong, University of Glasgow, @UoG_MarkWong:*
N.b. Google Forms is not GDPR compliant in EU countries and the UK, as data are not stored on servers located within the EU.

**Microsoft Forms** (part of Office365) is an easy-to-use tool to set up online questionnaires, opinion polls, and quizzes. Easy to make visually appealing questionnaires quickly.  
[https://forms.office.com/](https://forms.office.com/)

**OnlineSurveys.ac.uk** (formerly known as Bristol Online Surveys) is a UK-based tool commonly used to set up online questionnaires, which is more targeted towards academic research.  
[https://www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/](https://www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/)

Institutional/personal accounts may be required for the above tools. If you are using Microsoft Forms/Office365 via an institutional account, check with your institution data management team/guidelines to ensure data is saved within the EU only.

SurveyMonkey is also a quick and easy (and free for basic use) online survey tool.

LimeSurvey is an open-source option for surveys.

**The Ethics of Moving from Face-to-Face Fieldwork**

This section is for discussing ethical issues related to moving from face-to-face to remote fieldwork. For a start, if your human research ethics committee has already approved your face-to-face methods and you wish to modify these along the lines of some of the suggestions above, most ethics committees will require a modification request and approval process.

You will also need to consider the ‘affective atmospheres’ of conducting any kind of social research in a pandemic, when normal routines are disrupted and many people are feeling uncertain and worried, or are ill or caring for ill family members. People may be living in environments where they are subjected to harassment, violence or surveillance by other family members. Privacy issues are very important to consider in these contexts.

On the other hand, with people more confined, feeling bored or restless but in good health, they may welcome the opportunity to be part of a research project. Consider your target participant group very carefully when making decisions about the best way forward.

If you decide to use online data collection methods that engage with pre-existing material people have uploaded (as opposed to material you have specifically asked them to generate following a consent process, which includes many of the methods listed here), you will need to
carefully consider the ethical issues. Check the Association of Internet Researchers’ document discussing these issues, available here: IRE 3.0 - final-includes missing reference

Some guidelines on anthropological fieldwork generally (mostly related to in-person methods) can be found at ASA Ethics Guidelines

**GDPR issues**: some researchers in Europe have raised concerns about how to conduct digitised fieldwork and remain compliant with the GDPR. These matters certainly deserve attention. See below for some links discussing relevant issues.

(PDF) THE IMPACT OF THE NEW EU GDPR ON ETHICS GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY

How Has GDPR affected Market Research?

Is anthropology still legal? Notes on the impact of GDPR

Books on Innovative and Creative Methods


Autoethnography (added by F. Güzin Agca-Varoğlu)

The autoethnographic method gives the opportunity to create a research, where the researcher puts “self” in the process as a subject. My students had to visit places like cafes, hospitals, tea-houses, mosques, museums etc. for their fieldwork. Because of the outbreak I want them to write an autoethnographic essay drawn on social distance experiences and also temporal/spatial change in their everyday lives. It could be a substitution for cancelled homework in this period that they should stay away from other people. The autoethnographic method relies on memory work and a critical analysis of personal reflection situated in a broader socio-spatial context.
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Duoethnography (added by Vibeke Oestergaard Steenfeldt)
In continuation of autoethnography I would like to pay attention to duoethnography. When it can be difficult for students to get access to patients or other informants they can be encouraged to investigate a phenomenon based on their own experiences e.g. by interviewing each other mutually.
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Autobiographical Design and Research-Through-Design (added by Cayla Key)
Autobiographical design is the design and genuine use of a system for and by the design researcher. In autobiographical design, insights are drawn from the first-person experience of building and using an artifact or system. This method has proven beneficial in cases where access to participants is difficult, because it needs to be ongoing over a long period of time, or because the context of the inquiry is personal, intimate, and difficult to enter. The benefits of using autobiographical design include the possibility to design a fully tailored design product for the participant and their situation, to rapidly iterate on the built prototype since the designer, the maker, and the user are the same person, and to gather rich and thorough data by being in direct contact with the situation.
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**Netnography/Virtual Methods (added by Gabriella Wulff)**

I often use netnography/virtual methods to conduct ethnographic research online. I also recommend my students to look into the research. Here are some reading suggestions:


I also found this one, that might be useful:


**Digital Methods and Quali-Quant analysis (added by Anders Kristian Munk)**

I encourage my students to consider ways in which computational analysis of born digital material can complement fieldwork (e.g. as a way to map relational fields) and/or be thought of as a form of fieldwork in its own right (e.g. by locating digital traces in specific media cultures/socio-technical infrastructures or by using computation exploratively and descriptively to discover questions and concerns from actors online).

Suggested readings:


For our own controversy mapping students I have made the following set of tutorials centered on Wikipedia as a field and introducing a range of digital methods/techniques:

- https://medium.com/@EthnographicMachines/introduction-to-controversy-mapping-6961f03f9a8a
- https://medium.com/@EthnographicMachines/mapping-controversies-with-digital-methods-scrappers-crawlers-apis-17e0c96c340a
Using YouTube (and Online Video) for (Teaching) Observational Studies (added by Robin Smith)

YouTube (other video platforms are available...) has increasingly been used by those carrying out observational studies, sometimes as a means to access perspicuous phenomena that are hard to access, at other times as means to an end (my ethnography students are currently facing this challenge). A number of ethnomethodological studies have used YouTube and online video as data and there is no good reason that ethnographers more generally who are interested in things like interaction in public space, family interactions, public disputes, protests, the circulation of violence etc etc, shouldn’t make use of the resource. Some papers (including a discussion of the ethics of ‘any-misation’ (Laurier, 2016) and studies indicating the kinds of possibilities and possible topics below (please add!!):

Laurier, E. (unpublished) Youtube: using third party video as research data


Lloyd, M. " You just took the jump too slowly": A single case analysis of a mountain bike crash. *Social Interaction. Video-Based Studies of Human Sociality, 2*(2).


(added by Mikael Quennerstedt)

Using YouTube for visual data is as I see it quite under used.
“Burgess and Green (2009) argue that YouTube can make sense when it is understood as something that people use in daily life, and that YouTube can be regarded as ‘a massive, heterogeneous, but for the most part accidental and disordered, public archive’ (p. 88). In this way, the video clips used in this study, posted by both students and teachers, can be seen as an archive, as reports of ongoing PE practices. This ‘archive’ opens up for studies using a wide sample of participatory created data from PE practices.” (Quennerstedt, 2013a)

In Quennerstedt (2013b) YouTube clips used were mainly ‘diary entries’ in terms of my-typical-day-in-school clips, displaying an event in school important enough for the students to film and important enough to post on their user channel.

However there are always ethical concerns when using publicly private data. Some discussions and references can be found in Quennerstedt (2013c).


Using Podcasts to Study Culture
Podcasts are serialized audio broadcasts, akin to radio broadcasts, that are digitally produced for public consumption. Podcasters, or the producers and hosts, tend to be motivated by love of the topic of their podcast and a desire to share and promote that topic (Markman, 2012). Moreover, podcasts are plentiful—with over 800,000 active podcasts and over 50 million episodes (Adgate, 2019)—and may be a valuable source of extant data to complement other elicited perspectives (e.g., via interviews or focus groups). As cultural artifacts created outside of a research context, these carry a sort of naturalistic quality that lends credibility while also demanding careful contextualization—who produced, for what audience, at what time, etc.? As with other public data repurposed for research ends, ethical questions arise around privacy, intent, and interpretation. These concerns might be mitigated by considering the self-reported purpose of individual podcasters and comparisons to alternative methods of engagement. For example, Abdolrahmani et al. (2020) chose this method because researchers’ goals aligned with those of visually impaired podcasters: to reveal accessibility and usability challenges of voice assistants. Using podcasts produced by and for members of a marginalized community, specifically the visually impaired community, sidestepped the undue burden or undue inducement that elicitation methods posed. Finally, including people with disabilities in leadership roles on the research team supported nuanced interpretation of recordings from an insider perspective. Popular podcast repositories that are searchable include Apple Podcasts, Stitcher.com, and Spotify.
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Big Brother Style Observations
If research is about people’s activities and behaviour, having consent to carry out live on-line observations might work well during these times. Researcher places a camera in the home of the participants at a particular agreed room and it gets turned on and off at convenient times where a) activity is taking place and b) it's convenient and appropriate for the people being observed.

Just a thought as I read this doc. Great initiative!

Experimenting with Online Live Action Role Play (O-LARPs) (added by Alex Taylor)
I’ve been involved in Live Action Role Play (LARPs) as a method for imagining futures (specifically for a project on Algorithmic Food Justice). We worked with the Arts Collective Furtherfield who have been developing this as a method. I think there might be ways to move this into the online realm. You’d need to rethink how materials can be integrated into roles and interactions, and probably experiment with different platforms. It might be interesting to take over gaming platforms, possibly something like Roblox.

References
As an example, see Planet Cashless 2029, via Furtherfield.


LSE Digital Ethnography Collective Reading List
Available here: Digital Anthropology/Ethnography
Arts-based Project Combined with Skype Interviews (added by Nicole Brown)

I use arts-based approaches (e.g. work with metaphors, objects, Lego models, collages, etc.) and combine that with Skype interviews, where I hold interviews (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015) as conversations between the researcher and the participants to make sense of what the arts-based project means and stands for. Participants are given a question (e.g. Who are you? What affects you?) and are asked to find a representation of the response and to take a photo of that/collage etc and to share that via email with a very brief statement of what they are trying to say. Once you have collected all the data that way you can then arrange for that Skype call to hold a conversation. As a researcher, you can then analyse the representation and the transcript from the interview.

The basis for this approach: human understanding is embodied (Finlay, 2008, 2015) and metaphorical (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003), language is insufficient to explain or describe certain experiences such as pain (e.g. Sontag, 2003; Scarry, 1985), and arts-based approaches can bridge that gap (e.g. Leavy, 2015; Denzin, 2016).


Creating Social Media Platforms/ Groups for Research and Researching Social Media Platforms


Online Surveys, Virtual Interviews and Social Media Screenshots (Added by Jessica Ringrose and Kaitlynn Mendes)

We have used qualitative questionnaires, virtual interviews, and social media data gathering in two projects on social media activists. For a project on digital feminist activism part of the method involved an online survey (survey monkey) with qualitative answers to questions about experiences of online feminist activism. Twitter has been identified as a useful platform for conducting qualitative research into “situated knowledge’s” since it is “based around curated, cultivated identities ... and their interactions with other entities.” (in Stewart, 2017: 254). We therefore began by conducting a survey through our own Twitter networks. Initially, using our project Twitter handle, we tweeted a survey link, soliciting no responses—largely because we had few followers. We then asked our Research Assistant, a self-defined Twitter feminist with over 4,000 followers, to retweet the survey link generating 47 responses. One of the responses was removed for being “fake” and constituting trolling, leaving us with 46 valid survey responses: 4 adult men, 27 adult women, and 15 teenaged girls. Albeit a small sample, the responses were richly descriptive regarding participants’ experiences of using Twitter for feminist activism, and specifically to combat rape culture. The survey was anonymous, but it invited participants to share their contact details to participate in semi-structured interviews via Skype, email, or in person. Through this strategy we recruited 21 further responses (from England, Ireland, USA, Canada Nigeria and Saudi Arabia) including 13 Skype interviews, one in-person interview, and seven further more in-depth follow-up questionnaires tailored to their previous responses via email. During the mostly Skype interviews we also asked if participants could send us screenshots of salient online exchanges they had experienced, such as trolling, or they types of content that they retweeted with explanations. This method could be enhanced
and more in-depth through using Digital Social Media Diaries (see Volpe, 2019). We also took an in-depth look at the participant’s Twitter account post-interview to consider the issues they were tweeting about and why (for instance school girls tweeting about sexist dress codes and rape culture at school) (see Ringrose and Mendes, 2018). Through this method we were able to triangulate data for instance around the prevalence of participants who challenged trolling in the sample (44/46), the qualitative experiences of trolling episodes, and screen shots of social media extracts demonstrating the trolling tweet exchanges or responses (see Mendes et al., 2019). A follow up project looked at experiences of contributing to #MeToo, and we adopted a similar technique as above. We posted a link to an online survey on our Twitter accounts asking colleagues to share and spread. We asked for those who contributed to the hashtag to respond and forward the survey to others in their network via snowball sampling. The survey recruited 117 participants, including 115 females and 2 males, ranging from 18-64 years old with responses from UK, Sweden, Greece, Australia, the Netherlands, Canada and the USA. The survey also asked participants to leave an email contact if they were interested in taking part in a follow-on-interview. Through this method, we recruited 7 additional participants (6 females, 1 male), based in the UK, the Netherlands, and Greece. Through these follow on interviews, we were able to ask follow-on questions to key themes emerging from the survey responses (such as why people may have contributed to the hashtag without sharing a personal story), and to ask participants to give more detail about the conflicting ways they felt about their experience (a mixture of stress and healing).
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Digital Mapping and Geospatial Technologies
Tracking/mapping how people use online systems and platforms to track movement or migration patterns, or to explore a particular phenomena.

Buckle, C. (2020). "Touching, scrolling and swooping: Performing and representing migrant stories through geospatial technologies." Geoforum 111: 83-93. (face-to-face interviews, but can be modified to be virtual through screen-sharing)


Live Streaming Apps
These apps could be used for ethnographic research by providing opportunities for people to talk to each other in real-time and to comment using the built-in response message systems. These apps could also be used for online teaching or conference presentations.

Here’s a recent list of ‘best mobile living streaming apps’: 10 Best Mobile Live Streaming Apps (2020)
Photojournalism and Documentary Photography

In progress

I'm working on the idea of how to document daily life of people in confinement at homes, but I find that it's impossible to enter each house and photograph situations, life style (drama, children, routines, fights, duties...) due to the private and government’s rules of access to other homes.

A group of photographers had opened the idea to share pictures taken day by day and publish by Instagram social network. The group doesn't mention how many photographers are involved in countries and methodology.

There is a press silent of facts happening in the most affected countries -- Italy and Spain. Staff Photojournalists are at home and due to the unions they don't move to the spots with high infection and deaths. There are no graphic documents of hospitals without equipment but many testimonies along the RRSS from workers (graphic and tweets) confirming the lack of masks and other equipment for nurses and doctors.

So, documenting the virus very closely is really impossible also because photographers don't have the equipment to protect themselves when working outside home. Many countries in the EU closed borders with other countries and the freedom of movement was reduced. In Spain there are cases of photojournalists covering this pandemia that had been fined by police when on the streets.

How to document this pandemic as photojournalist, anthropologist or documentary photographer without having been punished by authorities?

When all this situation finishes and we stop the curve, what kind of reliable graphic and testimonial material will we get to use as scientific evidence? In the RRSS there are many photos from private people, but many of them are memes and don't have a professional point of view. I mean, the visual anthropology should work close to the governments and authorities to create a body of work enough to be an evidence for the study of other sciences?

Situations like buy and stock a big amount of food and toilette paper should be documented at homes and interview to the families asking the reason. Sociologically there are several reasons on this point, most of them by panic spread by the media. In the first days of the announcement of "state of alarm", the main products like bread, fruit, vegetables, pasta and other envased in cans was not available in any of those places.

Any ideas of suggestions are welcome for doing the fieldwork in this pandemia.
Suggested readings


Suggested Photographic Projects (added by Joseph Kesisoglou, contact: i.kesisoglou-1@student.tudelft.nl)

Find below some examples of practitioners with difficulty in accessing their subject. Regardless of an epidemic or not, there have always been difficulties in documenting subjects for all photographic practitioners, either due to the conditions of the surrounding environment, or due to privacy and consent. A practitioner addressing this issue through the dignified approaches of assisted self-portraiture and auto-ethnography, is Anthony Luvera. He has pioneered the participatory photography practice through empowering their individuals and their self-representation. A favourite of mine was how Anthony Luvera offered individuals single use film cameras to document their places they sleep at night (make-shift homes). This is relevant I believe to current day practitioners and researchers doing fieldwork without themselves being physically there, but rather mediated through devices and processes.

Explore more:

- Anthony Luvera Residency
- Photographs and Assisted Self-Portraits (2002 - ongoing)
- How participatory photography can help shift conversations surrounding homelessness
- Representing Homelessness

Using Internet Video Calling and Desktop Sharing as a Discrete Research Method
Elizabeth Hidson, University of Sunderland, UK.

I’ve been using internet video calling and desktop sharing, which I’ve called VCDS, since at least 2015, but was surprised that very little exists out there to support researchers to use this as a discrete research method.. Writing up this methodology paper from my doctorate has taken a while - it’s currently under review with a journal, but I presented at BERA 2019 about it. The presentation is available here: [https://sure.sunderland.ac.uk/id/eprint/11303/](https://sure.sunderland.ac.uk/id/eprint/11303/) in case it is useful for anyone. I’m not in a position to share the paper yet, but would be happy to have a chat with anyone about approaching research using video calling and desktop sharing not just
for the traditional process, but for the possibilities that the desktop sharing of digital artefacts brings to the process.

Recording the process can be done within some software platforms, but can also be done using third-party software like Evaer https://www.evaer.com/ or Open Broadcaster https://obsproject.com/.

I used the video as data and Atlas.ti for thematic analysis.

(N)ethnography Curricula

Added by Lisanne Wilken
As part of our methods class at Global Studies, Aarhus University I use the following texts to introduce (n)ethnography to an interdisciplinary group of students:

18th November: Data collection online, challenges, practices, ethics.
During this lesson, we will discuss the possibilities and obstacles of doing online ethnography and studying social media

Reading:


25 November Case study analysis
During the class, we will decipher different social media cases and discuss topics for the portfolio paper on social media/online ethnography
CIIS Research Recommendations and Guidance During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Readings

Meek, David (2011) Youtube and social movements: A phenomenological analysis of participation, events and cyperplace. Antipode


Studying Europe online
Added by Lisanne Wilken
This is the curriculum for a course, Europe Online, I teach at European Studies, Aarhus University. It is an interdisciplinary course which draws on several disciplinary approaches including ethnography

Lesson 1, September 6, 10-14, 1453/229
Introductions & Methodologies

Giglietto, Fabio, Luca Rossi & Davide Bennato (2012) The open laboratory. Limits and possibilities of using Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube as a research data resource. Journal of Technology in Human Services, 30: 3-4, 145-159

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319472120_Netnographic_Analysis_Understanding_Culture_through_Social_Media_Data


Lesson 2, September 10, 10-14. 1485/238
Online disinformation and fake news
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DiFranzo, Dominic & Kristine Gloria Garcia (2017) Filter Bubbles and fake news. The ABC Magazine

**Lesson 3, September 20**

*The EU on the Internet: Communication, election and public sphere?*


Krzyzanowski social media in/and politics of the European Union. *Journal of Language and Politics* 17:2 (2018)

*Background:*


**Lesson 4, September 24, 10-14, 1485/238**

*Terrorism on social media*


**Lesson 5, October 1st 10-14, 1485/238**  
**Brexit on the internet**  
Polonski, Vyacheslav (2015) Analysing the social media voices of the UK’s EU referendum.  


**Lesson 6, October 8 10-14, 1453/229**  
**Refugee crisis online**  


Kutscher, Nadia & Lisa-Marie Kreß (2016) “Internet is the same like food” – An empirical study on the use of digital media by unaccompanied minor refugees in Germany, Transnational Social Review, 6:1-2, 200-203

**Background**  

UN High Commissioners of refugees  
Understanding perceptions of migrants and refugees in Europe from social media.